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A novel peristaltic micropump with low compression ratios
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SUMMARY

It is common for peristaltic micropumps to have large compression ratios. In the limit, the chamber of the
pump is completely blocked by the membrane to prevent back flow. Different from this kind of pump, a
micropump with small compression ratios is proposed in this study. With small oscillation amplitudes the
membrane of the pump can reciprocate at high frequencies to improve its pumping flow. Both the multidi-
mensional method and the lumped-element method are employed for analysis. For this kind of peristaltic
micropump the working fluid is allowed to flow freely in the forward and backward directions. Therefore, the
operating sequences for the high-compression ratio type of pumps are not appropriate. It is shown that the
theoretical net flow rate is zero for the four-phase and six-phase modes of sequence and becomes negative
for the three-phase mode unless regulators, such as the nozzle/diffusers, are incorporated to rectify the flow.
However, this pump becomes very attractive by reversing the operating sequence of the three-phase mode
because positive net flow is yielded. It is seen that with the reversed three-phase mode and the nozzle/diffuser
as connecting channels, the pumping effectiveness is greatly enhanced. The pumps with both two chambers
and three chambers are under consideration in the study. Copyright © 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A variety of principles have been proposed to operate micropumps. The most common one is the
use of piston-like reciprocating membrane, which oscillates in a periodic manner to do work on the
working fluid. A classic way to regulate the flow direction in the pump is to install microvalves at the
inlet/outlet of the pump chamber. Microvalves can be operated in either active or passive ways [1].
The small scales of the valves together with their complicated structure make fabrication rather dif-
ficult. The periodic open and close of these valves sometimes lead to mechanical wear and fatigue.
In addition, there is a risk of valve blockade caused by small particles embedded in the fluid.

To avoid the above problems, the concept of so called valveless micropumps emerges. Instead
of moving valves, conduits with different impedances for different flow directions are incorporated.
Because the flow resistance is lower in a favorable direction than in the other direction, there results
a net flow in this direction when the fluid is pumped into and out of the pump chamber through
these conduits periodically by the reciprocating membrane. Realization of such flow regulators in
micropumps includes nozzle/diffuser type channels [2,3], valvular conduits of Tesla [4], and vortex
diodes [5].

Another kind of micropump is based on the concept of peristalsis. Peristaltic transport in flexible
tubes is generated by a progressive wave of area contraction/expansion propagating down the wall
of the tube containing fluid, which can be found in many biological systems, such as vasomotion of
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arterioles and venules, flow of urine from kidney to bladder, and the transport of lymph in the lym-
phatic vessels, among others. To understand the mechanism responsible for the peristaltic transport,
Shapiro et al. [6] obtained analytic solutions for two-dimensional flexible tube flows by assuming
that the Reynolds number is small enough to neglect the flow inertia and that the wave length is very
long compared with the width of the tube. The analysis of Fung and Yih [7] was based on small
perturbation theory, which is valid for a small ratio of wave amplitude to tube width. In contrast to
that of Shapiro et al., the effect of the nonlinear convective acceleration was included.

In microfluidic systems, peristalsis can be realized via employing a number of pumping stages.
The first peristaltic micropump was presented by Smits [8], which had three pump chambers linked
in a series by etched channels. The opening or closing of each chamber is driven by a piezoelectric
disk at 120ı out of phase with one another to simulate the oscillating motion of the flexible wall
of the peristaltic tube. In later studies, various actuators and different fabrication processes were
reported. Cao et al. [9] proposed a pump actuated by bulk PZT (piezoelectric transducer) disks, to
be used in medical drug delivery systems. Bu et al. [10] and Husband et al. [11] integrated a piezo-
electrically driven micropump into a chip for polymerase chain reaction. Xie et al. [12] reported
an electrostatically actuated micropump, being entirely surface micromachined using a multilayer
parylene technology. The micropump presented by Jeong et al. [13] adopted the thermopneumatic
actuation and was fabricated using multistacked polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) molding technique.
Goulpeau et al. [14] also employed the PDMS multilayer technology for fabrication. The pump
is operated with a pneumatic system. In the above studies, the pumps consist of three chambers.
Berg et al. [15] showed that peristalsis can be realized with two chambers. Their pumps were also
fabricated with use of PDMS and activated pneumatically.

According to the actuation sequence, the three-chamber peristaltic pump can be operated in dif-
ferent modes: six-phase, four-phase and three-phase. In six-phase mode, only one membrane is
actuated to open or close one of the chambers in each phase, whereas two membranes are involved
in three-phase sequence. All the three modes were considered in the study of Jang and Yu [16].
It was shown by them that the four-phase sequence has the best performance in terms of net flow
rate. The two-chamber micropump of Berg et al. [15] was operated in three-phase and four-phase
modes. Their results reveal that the four-phase mode can lead to net flow rate comparable to the
three-chamber micropump in three-phase mode.

To analyze the flow behavior of the peristaltic micropump and to evaluate a pump design quickly,
lumped-element methods have been employed. In the simple lump model used by Na et al. [17],
the pump is assumed to be working in a steady state and the head loss of the flow through each
element of the pumping system is taken into account in the Bernoulli equation [18]. The dynamics
of the pumping process was included in the model of Goldschmidtboing et al. [19], which is based
on the analogy of the fluidic system to the electric network. Lin and coworkers [12, 20] reported a
dynamic simulation of an electrostatically actuated peristaltic micropump involving coupled fluid
flow and structural motion. The membrane motion is represented by an effective spring subjected
to hydrodynamic and electrostatic forces. The hydrodynamic forces are obtained from lubrication
theory [21].

In general, the working principle for peristaltic micropumps, as seen in the given studies above, is
applicable to the condition of large compression ratio, which is defined as the stroke volume swept
by the membrane to the dead volume of the pump chamber. In the limit of high compression ratio,
the flow in the chamber is obstructed by the moving membrane completely. Thus, the movement of
the membrane functions not only to drive the fluid to flow, but also to work as an active valve to pre-
vent back flow. A sketch of the working process for the three operating modes of the three-chamber
micropump is shown in Figure 1. The three-phase and four-phase modes of the two-chamber pump
of Berg et al. [15] operate in the same sequences as the corresponding modes for the three-stage one
except that the third chamber is truncated.

In some designs, the pumps operate at high frequencies, but with small membrane deflections
[2,3]. With these designs adopted in peristaltic pumps, as considered in the present study, the work-
ing fluid is allowed to flow freely in both directions in the channels connecting the individual pump
chambers and the inlet and outlet. Therefore, the above working principle becomes questionable.
It needs to be mentioned that in many applications, such as the drug delivery system, particles are
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(a) 3-phase (b) 4-phase (c) 6-phase

Figure 1. Illustration of the peristaltic sequence for the high-compression ratio three-chamber micropump.
By truncating the last chamber in (a) and (b), it reduces to the three-phase and four-phase sequences for the

two-chamber micropump.

contained in the working fluid. This low-compression ratio peristaltic micropump is particularly
attractive for these applications because of its little chance to cause clog.

The development of CFD by solving Navier–Stokes equations has become mature and made it a
useful analytical tool. Application of this multidimensional technique to study the flow in valveless
micropumps has been realized by Tsui and Lu [22] and Ha et al. [23]. It was shown that reasonably
good agreement was obtained in comparison with experiments. Although this approach can provide
accurate solutions and detailed flow field, it requires large computer resources and is very time con-
suming. An alternative and much simple approach is the lumped-element method, which provides
fast solutions for bulk properties of the flow system and is suitable in the preliminary design stage.
As seen from the literature survey given above, it was mainly this method used for analysis in the
studies of peristaltic micropumps. In the past several years, a multidimensional solution procedure,
together with a lumped-element method, was developed by the group of the present authors and has
given good results [22,24]. To the best of our knowledge, the investigation of the flow characteristics
of low-compression ratio peristaltic micropumps has not been revealed in the literature. The aim of
the present study is to fulfill this task using the above two analytical approaches.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

2.1. Multidimensional method

The flow in the micropump is assumed to be laminar and incompressible because of its microscale
and the low flow velocity. Its dynamics is governed by the conservation equations for the mass and
momentum.

r � EV D 0 (1)

@� EV

@t
Cr �

�
� EV EV

�
D�rP C�r2 EV (2)

where � is the density, EV the velocity vector, P the pressure and � the viscosity of the working
fluid.

The finite volume method is employed such that the conservation law is maintained during dis-
cretization. The geometry of the flow field in the pump is inevitably complicated. To cope with the
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irregular geometry, computational grids are constructed in the unstructured manner. The transport
equations are integrated over a control volume, followed by applying the divergence theorem to
transform the transport terms, that is the convection and diffusion terms, into surface integrals.Z

CV

@��

@t
dvC
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CV

S�dv (3)

where � represents the velocity component and S� the corresponding pressure gradient. The
convective flux through each face of the control volume surface is represented by

F cf D
�
� EV � Es

�
f
�f D Pmf�f (4)

where the subscript f denotes the considered face, Esf is the surface vector of the face (see Figure 2),
Pmf the mass flux through the face. The value �f transported by the convection at the face is calculated

by blending the upwind (UD) and central (CD) differencing schemes.

F cf D F
UDC �

�
F CD �F UD

�
(5)

where

F UD Dmax. Pmf, 0/�PCmax.� Pmf, 0/�C (6a)

F CD D PmfŒ.1�w/�PCw�C� (6b)

In the CD, w represents a factor for the interpolation between the two centroids P and C on the two
sides adjacent to the face f (Figure 2). The coefficient � is a weighting factor between the UD and
the CD. A value of 0.9 is chosen such that the scheme is biased towards the second-order accurate
CD. The diffusive flux through a face is approximated by

F df D
�s2f
EıPC � Esf

.�C � �P/C�r�f �

 
Esf �

s2f
EıPC � Esf

EıPC

!
(7)

where EıPC is the vector connecting the nodes P and C (Figure 2) and r�f is the gradient at the face
obtained by linear interpolation from the gradients at the two nodes.

For the calculation of incompressible flow it is essential to deal with the coupling between the
momentum and continuity equations. A common approach to tackle this issue is the use of the Semi-
Implicit Method for Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE) algorithm [25]. However, this method
requires iteration among the momentum equation and the pressure-correction equation, which is
very time-consuming. Therefore, the noniterative Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators
(PISO) algorithm [26] is adopted in this study. This method is briefly described in the following.

By using the pressure field obtained in the last time step, velocities can be obtained by solving
the corresponding momentum equations sequentially. The resulting velocity field is then corrected

Figure 2. Illustration of a control volume with neighboring cells.
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by updating the pressure in such a way that the mass is conserved in each control volume. In this
correction step, a linear relationship is assumed between the pressure correction and the velocity cor-
rection. By forcing the corrected velocities to satisfy the continuity constraint, a pressure-correction
equation is obtained. Details about this derivation can be found in the study of Tsui and Pan [27].
A second corrector is entailed in the solution procedure in order to make the pressure field further
get rid of the mass residual left in the last correction step and to yield better approximation to the
conservation of momentum. In this second correction step, the contribution to the momentum equa-
tion from neighboring nodes is retained. The resulting pressure-correction equation is similar to
that of the first corrector, but with a different source term. More similar correctors can be imposed.
However, only two correction steps are employed because the accuracy of the solution is within the
temporal truncation error after these steps.

A sketch of the considered micropump is shown in Figure 3. The pump consists of three main
chambers together with two small chambers functioning as inlet and outlet. For the two-chamber
pump the last chamber is excluded. The chambers are connected by channels of the nozzle/diffuser
type or straight duct. The dimensions of the chambers and channels are shown in the figure. A PZT
disk is attached to each membrane on top of the main chambers. The oscillating movement of the
membrane is activated by the PZT disk.

It was shown by Tsui and Lu [22] that good agreement with experiments can be obtained with
an assumption of a simple curved surface for the deflection of the membrane. In the following, the
displacement of each membrane is assumed to be of the trapezoidal profile, oscillating in a simple
harmonic motion.

Z .r , t/D�hmax min

�
1,
r0 � r

r0 � r1

�
cos .2�f t/ (8)

where r0 is the radius of the chamber, r1 that of the PZT disk, hmax the amplitude of oscillation at
the center of the membrane, and f the frequency. Compared with the chamber height of 0.2 mm, the
deflection of the membrane (hmax D 1�m) is so small that its effect on the variation of the chamber
volume can be ignored. The compression ratio, defined as the ratio of the volume swept by the oscil-
lating membrane to the dead volume of the chamber, is 0.0076 for the present pump configuration.
Therefore, instead of the moving boundary, the membrane is fixed at its neutral position. A velocity
condition, derived from the above equation, is imposed on this fixed boundary.

V .r , t /D 2�f hmax min

�
1,
r0 � r

r0 � r1

�
sin .2�f t/ (9)

A zero pressure is set at the inlet of the pump and a specified back pressure is prescribed at the
outlet. With the given pressures, the mass flow rates through these open boundaries need to be deter-
mined. A method, suitable for the noniterative algorithm given in the above, has been developed.
First, the boundary pressure is prescribed on the centroids of the cells next to the open boundaries.

Figure 3. Configuration of the three-chamber micropump.
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Then, an extrapolation practice is made to find the pressures on the boundary faces. After the mass
fluxes through the internal face of all control volumes are calculated using the boundary pressures
by the solution method described above, the mass flux through the boundary face of each boundary
cell can be obtained using the mass conservation principle. More details about this procedure can
be found in [22].

In the simulation, water is employed as the working fluid with � D 997 kg/m3 and � D
8.5 � 10�4 Ns/m2. The piezo disk of the membrane for each chamber is actuated at a frequency
of 2200 Hz. Each oscillating period of the membrane is divided into 600 time steps, which is equiv-
alent to 7.57�10�7 s for each time step. Calculations start with a stagnant state initially and end after
five peristaltic periods. It was found that after a transient stage of three periods the flow becomes
periodically steady.

2.2. Lumped-system analysis

A simple method, based on the concept of lumped elements [24], is also employed for analysis.
In this method, the head loss across the pump from the inlet to the outlet is assumed to be mainly
caused in the channels connecting the individual chambers and the inlet and outlet. The losses in
the chambers can be neglected because of the small compression of the pump. The fluid system can
then be represented by an electrically equivalent circuit with the flow rate analogous to the electric
current and the pressure to the voltage. For the nozzle/diffuser as the connecting channel, the pres-
sure difference 	P across this element is related to the volumetric flow rate Q through it as in a
R-L circuit

	P DRQCL
dQ

dt
(10)

Here, R represents flow resistance.

RD

�
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�
Q
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where kd and kn are the loss coefficients corresponding to the diffuser and nozzle functions, respec-
tively, and At is the throat area. The loss coefficients are related to the Reynolds number, or the flow
rate. The correlations given by Tsui and Lu [22] are employed because the same nozzle/diffuser
elements are used in both studies. The flow inertia is represented by the inductance term with L
defined by

LD
2�`

.AtCAl/
(12)

where ` is the length of the channel and Al is the cross-sectional area at the larger side of the
nozzle/diffuser element.

The equivalent electrical circuit for the three-chamber micropump is shown in Figure 4. With P1,
P2, and P3 as the pressures in the chambers and Pin, Pout as the pressures at inlet and outlet, the
following relations are obtained:

Pin �P1 DRinQinCL
dQin

dt
(13a)

P1 �P2 DRc1Qc1CL
dQc1

dt
(13b)

P2 �P3 DRc2Qc2CL
dQc2

dt
(13c)

P3 �Pout DRoutQoutCL
dQout

dt
(13d)
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Figure 4. Illustration of the flow system of the three-chamber micropump and the equivalent electric circuit.

where Qin, Qc1, Qc2, and Qout are the volumetric fluxes through the four connecting channels. The
mass conservation applied to the three chambers leads to the following equations:

Qc1 �Qin DQm1 (14a)

Qc2 �Qc1 DQm2 (14b)

Qout �Qc2 DQm3 (14c)

where Qm1, Qm2, and Qm3 represent the volumetric fluxes generated by the reciprocating mem-
branes. Thus, there are seven equations in this model to be solved for the unknowns of three chamber
pressures and four flow rates through the connecting channels. The differential equations given by
(13a)–(13d) can be discretized by, say, the backward Euler scheme [28]. The resulting system of
equations together with Equations (14a)–(14c) can then easily be solved using MATLAB software
(MathWorks, Natick, MA, U.S.A.).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The configuration of the micropump under consideration is presented in Figure 3. For the three-
chamber pump, the operating sequences for the three-phase, four-phase, and six-phase modes are
shown in Figure 5. The three-phase and four-phase modes for the two-chamber pump are identical
to those shown in Figures 5(a) and (b) except that the third chamber is excluded. As an example,
the flow fluxes resulting from the actuation of the membranes are given in the following for the
three-phase mode:

Qm1 D

²
�8max! sin!t 0 < t < 2T=3

0 2T=3 < t < T
(15a)

Qm2 D

²
0 0 < t < T=3

8max! sin!t T=3 < t < T
(15b)

Qm3 D

8<
:
8max! sin!t 0 < t < T=3

0 T=3 < t < 2T=3

�8max! sin!t 2T=3 < t < T
(15c)

where 8max is half of the volume swept by the membrane, !.D 2�f / the angular speed of the
membrane oscillation, f the oscillation frequency, and T D 3=2f is the period of the peristalsis.
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(a) 3-phase

(b) 4-phase (d) reversed 3-phase

(c) 6-phase

Figure 5. Illustration of the peristaltic sequence for the low-compression ratio three-chamber micropump.
By truncating the last chamber in (a), (b), and (d), it reduces to the three-phase, four-phase, and reversed

three-phase sequences for the two-chamber micropump.

It is noted that for an n-phase mode the period T is n=2f . Similar expressions for the other modes
can be obtained according to the sequences shown in Figure 5.

Validation of the analytical methods described above has been made in the previous study [22]
for the configuration with a single chamber. With a suitable assumed deflection profile for the mem-
brane, good agreement with measurements was obtained. The same pump is employed in this study,
but with multiple chambers operating in a peristaltic manner. To examine the grid sensitivity, five
different meshes, including 118,332, 152,240, 192,808, 228,600, and 291,264 cells, were tested for
the three-chamber micropump in the reversed three-phase mode, as shown in Figure 5(d), with zero
back pressure. The net flow rates corresponding to the tested meshes are 1.49, 1.51, 1.43, 1.42, and
1.43 ml/min. It is obvious that the third level of mesh with 192,808 cells can lead to a grid indepen-
dent solution, and is therefore used in the following computations. As for the two-chamber pump,
the number of computational cells is 140,558.

A computational grid for the three-chamber pump, generated using the grid generation software
GAMBIT (ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg, PA, USA), is illustrated in Figure 6. Calculations were per-
formed on a PC with Intel Pentium dual-core CPU E6500 (@ 2.93 GHz) (Intel Corp., Santa Clara,
CA, USA) installed. The solution is advanced with a time step of 0.757 �s. A job of five-peristaltic
period runs requires 4500 time steps and takes about 15 h of CPU time. Hence, around 12 s of CPU
time is needed for a computational time step.

To illustrate the flow field, pressure contours, and streamlines at t DT/6, T/2, and 5T/6, cor-
responding to the first, second, and third stage of the reversed three-phase mode, are presented in
Figure 7. As seen in Figure 5(d), Chamber 1 on the left is in the pump mode (i.e., compressed) while
Chamber 3 on the right is in the supply mode (i.e., expanded) in the first phase. As a consequence,
the pressure is high in the former and low in the latter. The flows in the connecting channels 1 and
4 are in the negative direction and those in the connecting channels 2 and 3 are in the positive direc-
tion, which are consistent with the illustrations shown in Figure 5(d). In the second phase, Chamber
1 is expanded, Chamber 2 is compressed and Chamber 3 holds still. Therefore, the chamber in the
middle has the highest pressure. The flow directions in the channels are also the same as those given
in Figure 5(d). In the third phase, the pressure in Chamber 3 turns out to be the highest because of
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Figure 6. Computational grid for the three-chamber micropump.

compression by the membrane. By focusing on the flow in connecting channels, it can be found that
the flow direction is positive in two phases and negative only in one phase. This implies that there is
a net flow in the positive direction through the pump for this reversed three-phase mode operation,
as will be seen next.

The variation of the flow rates predicted by the multidimensional method during one peristaltic
period for the case with zero back pressure is shown in Figure 8(a) for the three-chamber pump with
the three-phase mode. As indicated in the plot,Qin DQout throughout the entire period,Qc1 DQc2

in the first phase, Qc2 D Qout in the second phase, and Qc1 D Qin in the third phase. The above
relationships represent mass conservation over the corresponding control volumes and can easily be
identified from Equations (14) and (15) of the lump model. Given as an example, after summing
the three equations shown in Equation (14), it is obtained that Qout �Qin D Qm1 CQm2 CQm3.
As can be seen form Equation (15), the sum Qm1CQm2CQm3 is zero in all the three stages. The
predictions by the lumped-system analysis (not shown) reveal very similar variation of the flow rate
in each nozzle/diffuser channel. Figures 8(b) and (c) present those for the modes of four-phase and
six-phase. In these figures, the equalities of the flow rates are identified, which can also be obtained
from Equations (14) and (15).

The variation of chamber pressures is given in Figure 9. The predictions obtained using the
lumped-system analysis with the assumption of steady state are also presented. Obviously, the
results for the steady analysis are quite different from those obtained by the unsteady model and
the CFD simulation. However, the resulting variations of the flow rates by these methods are similar.
It can be seen that, as an illustration, the variation of Qin shown in Figure 8(a) is roughly propor-
tional to the pressure differencePin�P1 .Pin D 0/ in the steady state model, which is not unexpected
as implied by Bernoulli’s equation. With the unsteady model, the variation of the chamber pressure
lags behind the flow rate by about �=2. This phenomenon has been observed and discussed in a
previous study by Tsui and Wu [24]. It can also be observed that the pressure becomes zero at the
instants of phase change for the steady model because the membranes are stationary, whereas the
pressure changes dramatically in the unsteady calculations. All these differences between the steady
and unsteady calculations are attributed to the effect of the flow inertia.

The net flow rates for the different modes are shown in Table I. In this table, the standard three-
phase mode is represented by the operating sequence shown in Figure 5(a), which was commonly
used in other studies [8–14]. Both types of connecting channels are under consideration in compu-
tations. As expected, the resulting net flow rates are higher using the nozzle/diffuser because of its
function of flow regulation. For understanding of the working principle of this peristaltic pump, it is
better to consider the configuration with straight channels. By the lumped-system analysis, the net
flow rate is negative for the standard three-phase mode and there is no net flow for the four-phase
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(a) t=T/6 (1st phase)

(b) t=T/2 (2nd phase)

(c) t=5T/6 (3rd phase)

Figure 7. Pressure contours and streamlines at three stages for the three-chamber micropump operating in
reversed three-phase mode with zero back pressure.
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Figure 9. Variation of chamber pressure for the three-phase mode obtained by lump analyses and CFD
simulation.

Table I. Net flow rates for the three-chamber peristaltic micropump (unit: ml/min).

Standard three-phase Four-phase Six-phase Reversed three-phase

Lump model Straight channel �0.75 0 0 0.75
Nozzle/diffuser 0.24 1.09 1.03 1.80

CFD simulation Straight channel �0.56 �0.02 �0.05 0.52
Nozzle/diffuser 0.072 0.73 0.63 1.43

and six-phase modes. It can be seen from Figure 5(a) for the three-phase mode that the flow in each
connecting channel is in the direction from the inlet to the outlet in one of the three phases and the
flow direction is reversed in the other two phases. Although the flow rate in the positive direction
is higher than those in the negative directions, as identified in Figure 8(a), the resulting net flow is
directed toward the inlet. For the even number-phase modes, Figures 5(b) and (c) indicate that the
number of phases for the flow in the two directions are identical. The cancellation of the positive
flow rate by the negative flow rate is revealed in Figures 8(b) and (c), leading to zero net flow for
the straight channel configuration.

It is believed that the nonzero net flow rates in the CFD simulation for the even number-phase
modes are caused by numerical errors, which are significant in multidimensional calculations. One
source of error is due to rounding off by the computer, which becomes very serious in three-
dimensional, unsteady computations and for the microscale flow systems. The other is the con-
vergence error resulting from iterative solution methods used to solve the large systems of algebraic
equations arising from the momentum and pressure-correction equations.

In view of the negative flow rate of the three-phase mode, a novel idea is to reverse the operating
sequence, termed as reversed three-phase in the following, to yield positive net flow. This sequence
is shown in Figure 5(d). The results are given in the last column of Table I. Obviously, the net flow
rate becomes positive and has the same absolute value as that for the standard three-phase mode by
the lump analysis. The performance can be further enhanced with use of the nozzle/diffuser as the
connecting channel.

The results for the two-chamber configuration are presented in Table II. Similar to the three-
chamber configuration, with the straight channel and the lump analysis, the net flow rate is zero for

Table II. Net flow rates for the two-chamber peristaltic micropump (unit: ml/min).

Standard three-phase Four-phase Reversed three-phase

Lump model Straight channel �0.83 0 0.83
Nozzle/diffuser 0.18 1.05 1.90

CFD simulation Straight channel �0.62 �0.013 0.63
Nozzle/diffuser 0.056 0.69 1.52
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the four-phase mode and becomes negative for the standard three-phase mode. When the three-phase
sequence is reversed, positive net flow is obtained.

Comparison of the performances at a variety of back pressures for the two-chamber and three-
chamber configurations is made in Figure 10 for the reversed three-phase and four-phase modes
with the nozzle/diffuser as connecting channels. Both the net flow rate and pumping efficiency are
shown in the figure. The pumping efficiency is defined as


D
Qnet

2m8max=T
(16)

where Qnet represents the net flow rate, m is the number of chambers of the micropump, 28max

denotes the volume swept by the membrane, and T is the peristaltic period, being equal to n=2f for
the n-phase mode.

It can be seen that both the net flow rates and efficiencies are higher for the two-chamber pump
than for the three-chamber pump when operating in the reversed three-phase sequence at the back
pressures considered. On the contrary, the net flow rates of the three-chamber pump are greater than
those of the two-chamber pump in the four-phase sequence. However, apart from the large back
pressures, the efficiencies of the three-chamber pump are still lower because of the larger cham-
ber number m. Regardless of the number of chambers, the pumping performance of the reversed-
three-phase mode is superior because, as discussed above, the flow has one more phase to be
in the forward direction. The performance gradually degrades when the back pressure increases.
The decreasing rate for the three-chamber pump is lower, indicating that with more chambers in a
pumping system its pumping performance is less sensitive to the appearance of the back pressure.

Figure 11 presents the effect of the deflection amplitude of the membrane for the three-chamber
pump operating in the reversed three-phase sequence. Both the lumped-system analysis and the
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CFD simulation indicate that the net flow rate increases with the amplitude. It is noted that even
at the maximum value of 4.5 �m, it is still much lower than the height of the pump chamber and
the compression ratio remains small. The effect of back pressure for amplitudes 0.5, 1, and 2 �m is
shown in Figure 12. It can be detected that with higher amplitudes the rate decreasing with the back
pressure becomes slower.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A multidimensional calculation method has been developed to analyze the performance of low-
compression ratio peristaltic micropumps. The method is robust in dealing with the complicated
flow situation and can portray details of the flow field. However, it is time-consuming in this analy-
sis. It takes about 15 h of CPU time on a PC to perform one job running. Another method, based on
the lumped-element concept, has also been introduced. It was shown that compared with the multi-
dimensional simulation, the characteristics of the bulk properties such as flow rates and pressures in
the pump can be properly predicted using this simple analytic method. Therefore, it is useful in the
optimization or preliminary design stage of a large microfluidic system.

It can be seen from the analyses that the operational sequences of the traditional peristaltic
micropump with high compression ratios are not appropriate for the low-compression pump con-
sidered in this study. For the four-phase and six-phase modes of sequence there is no net flow.
The situation is worsened when the three-phase sequence is employed because the net flow rate
becomes negative. The above results can easily be understood by examining the flow direction in
each of the connecting channels. For the three-phase mode the flow in the backward direction hap-
pens in two phases and the flow in the forward direction only in one phase. The number of phases
for the flow in the two directions are identical for the four-phase and six-phase modes. Therefore,
flow regulators, such as nozzle/diffusers or valvular conduits of Tesla type, are required to rectify
the flow in the even number-phase modes. A novel way to improve the pumping performance is
to reverse the operational sequence of the three-phase mode such that forward flow takes place in
two phases and backward flow in one phase only. It was shown that with the reversed three-phase
sequence incorporating the nozzle/diffuser as the flow regulator, the pumping performance is greatly
improved.

As seen in the above, the operating sequence depends upon the compression ratio of the pump.
The peristaltic concepts are completely different for the compression to be extremely high or low.
Therefore, it is interesting to examine its effect as the ratio value varies in between. For the analysis
using CFD, the meshes in the pump chamber must be moved in accordance with the membrane
vibration. As for the lumped-system analysis, the loss caused by the flow resistance in the chamber
must be properly taken into account in the model.
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